High occupancy binding of antigenic peptides to purified, immunoadsorbed H-2Db beta 2m molecules.
In an effort to examine the peptide binding properties of purified class I MHC molecules, we have developed a solid phase, radiolabeled peptide binding assay based on the use of H-2Db molecules bound to agarose beads via heavy chain-specific mAb. Using purified Db beta 2m, recovered from RMA-S cells and bound to immunoadsorbent beads through either alpha 1 or alpha 3 region specific antibodies, complete occupancy of these molecules could be achieved with 125I-Y366-374 influenza nucleoprotein peptide (Kd 10(-7) M). Approximately 12% of the Db beta 2m dimers recovered from RMA cells could be occupied by this influenza nucleoprotein peptide under the same conditions. When free Db heavy chains were isolated from beta 2m negative R1E.Db cells by bead-bound alpha 3-region specific antibody (28-14-8S) and were incubated with human beta 2m, high affinity (Kd 10(-8) M) binding sites were created for the 125I-Y367-374 influenza nucleoprotein peptide. In addition to demonstrating that a significant fraction of the heavy chains present in R1E.Db cells are in a beta 2m-reactive form, the R1E.Db cells provide an alternate approach to that of RMA-S derived Db beta 2m empties for the creation of homogeneous complexes of Db, beta 2m, and antigenic peptide. We anticipate that these bead-bound empty and defined peptide-class I complexes may be useful in the further study of class I MHC target structure formation and recognition.